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Presentation ObjectivesPresentation Objectives
The participant will…The participant will…

Engage in a Socratic CircleEngage in a Socratic Circle

Explore the various strategies to lead both the Explore the various strategies to lead both the 
inner and outer circles inner and outer circles 

Discuss the implementation of Socratic Circles Discuss the implementation of Socratic Circles 
into his or her classroominto his or her classroom



Prior Discussion Experience in the Prior Discussion Experience in the 
ClassroomClassroom

Typically, who asks the Typically, who asks the 
questions in a questions in a 
discussion?discussion?

Ultimately, who Ultimately, who 
answers the questions answers the questions 
in a discussion?in a discussion?

Who does most of the Who does most of the 
talking in a discussion?talking in a discussion?



Too Much Teacher Talk?Too Much Teacher Talk?

In one study of 1,151 classroom discussions occurringIn one study of 1,151 classroom discussions occurring
in over 200 eighth and ninth grade classrooms:in over 200 eighth and ninth grade classrooms:

nn 93.31% (1074 discussions) were 93.31% (1074 discussions) were completelycompletely
monologic (teachermonologic (teacher--centered) in naturecentered) in nature

nn Of the 6.69% (77) that included “dialogic Of the 6.69% (77) that included “dialogic 
episodes” (moments when students directed the episodes” (moments when students directed the 
conversation), those episodes lasted for an conversation), those episodes lasted for an 
average of 15 secondsaverage of 15 seconds

(Nystrand et al., 2003)(Nystrand et al., 2003)



“The unexamined life is not worth living.”  

--Socrates



Who Was Socrates?Who Was Socrates?

Classical Greek philosopher Classical Greek philosopher 
470(?)470(?)——399 B.C.399 B.C.

“Socrates was the first to “Socrates was the first to 
call philosophy down from call philosophy down from 
the heavens and to place it the heavens and to place it 
in cities, and even to in cities, and even to 
introduce it into homes and introduce it into homes and 
compel it to enquire about compel it to enquire about 
life and standards and good life and standards and good 
and ill.”     and ill.”     ---- CiceroCicero



Socrates and the Socrates and the 
Theory of KnowledgeTheory of Knowledge

Socrates believed the Socrates believed the 
answers to all human answers to all human 
questions reside within questions reside within 
us and that through us and that through 
disciplined conversation disciplined conversation 
we can discover we can discover 
ultimate truth.ultimate truth.

“Socrates declared that he knew nothing, except 
the fact of his ignorance.” --Diogenes Laertius



What is a Socratic Circle?What is a Socratic Circle?

A constructivist strategy in A constructivist strategy in 

which participants engage which participants engage 

in a conversation to in a conversation to 

collectively seek a deeper collectively seek a deeper 

understanding of complex understanding of complex 

ideas.ideas.



The Inner and Outer CirclesThe Inner and Outer Circles

Inner Inner 
CircleCircle

Outer CircleOuter Circle



A Socratic Circle in ActionA Socratic Circle in Action

“Wisdom begins in wonder.”  --Socrates



Seminar ReflectionSeminar Reflection

What ideas were generated through What ideas were generated through 
conversation that you had not conversation that you had not 
previously considered?previously considered?

How did the interactions of the group How did the interactions of the group 
help to expand your thinking?help to expand your thinking?

How did the feedback of the outer How did the feedback of the outer 
circle help to improve the quality of circle help to improve the quality of 
the conversation and spur further the conversation and spur further 
ideas?ideas?



Benefits of Socratic CirclesBenefits of Socratic Circles

Advances critical readingAdvances critical reading
Spurs critical thinkingSpurs critical thinking
Improves discussion and Improves discussion and 
listening skillslistening skills
Increases vocabularyIncreases vocabulary
Provides student ownership, Provides student ownership, 
voice, and empowermentvoice, and empowerment
Allows students to Allows students to 
synthesize both the synthesize both the 
knowledgeknowledge--base and the base and the 
skillsskills--base of the curriculumbase of the curriculum



Drawbacks of Socratic CirclesDrawbacks of Socratic Circles

Time consumingTime consuming
Discussion is often left Discussion is often left 
without complete without complete 
“closure”“closure”
Discussion may arrive at Discussion may arrive at 
a conclusion with which a conclusion with which 
the teacher is unfamiliarthe teacher is unfamiliar
Appears “unstructured” Appears “unstructured” 
to the uninformed to the uninformed 
observerobserver



Evidence in Support of a Evidence in Support of a 
DiscussionDiscussion--Based ApproachBased Approach

What the What the 

research says:research says:



There is “a strong and statistically significantThere is “a strong and statistically significant

association between student achievement and theassociation between student achievement and the

extent to which classroom discourse moves awayextent to which classroom discourse moves away

from recitation to genres of discourse that recruit andfrom recitation to genres of discourse that recruit and

highlight student ideas and voices.”highlight student ideas and voices.”

(Nystrand et al., 2003, p. 139)(Nystrand et al., 2003, p. 139)



““The reason that students achieve more as a result ofThe reason that students achieve more as a result of

teacherteacher--learner dialogue is that it raises expectationslearner dialogue is that it raises expectations

for what students can do.  Moreover, it clearly valuesfor what students can do.  Moreover, it clearly values

thinking.”thinking.”

(Nystrand and Gamoran, 1991, p. 284)(Nystrand and Gamoran, 1991, p. 284)



““Students in classrooms with high academic Students in classrooms with high academic 

demands and more emphasis on discussiondemands and more emphasis on discussion--based based 

approaches show higher endapproaches show higher end--ofof--year literacy year literacy 

performance.”performance.”

(Applebee et al., 2003, p. 717)(Applebee et al., 2003, p. 717)



““We are beginning to realize that the salvation of our We are beginning to realize that the salvation of our 

republic hangs upon the ability of the ordinary man to republic hangs upon the ability of the ordinary man to 

think.think. And he must think more swiftly, deeply, and And he must think more swiftly, deeply, and 

extensively than ever the forefathers thought. extensively than ever the forefathers thought. 

Moreover, what he thinks he must be able clearly to Moreover, what he thinks he must be able clearly to 

say.”say.”

(Cox, 1915, p. 310)(Cox, 1915, p. 310)



“Discussion and democracy are inseparable because “Discussion and democracy are inseparable because 

both have the same root purposeboth have the same root purpose——to nurture and to nurture and 

promote human growth.”promote human growth.”

(Brookfield and (Brookfield and PreskillPreskill, 1999, p. 3), 1999, p. 3)



“Democracy and discussion imply a process of giving “Democracy and discussion imply a process of giving 

and taking, speaking and listening, describing and and taking, speaking and listening, describing and 

witnessingwitnessing——all of which help expand horizons and foster all of which help expand horizons and foster 

mutual understanding […] In the process our mutual understanding […] In the process our 

democratic instincts are confirmed: by giving the floor to democratic instincts are confirmed: by giving the floor to 

as many different participants as possible, a collective as many different participants as possible, a collective 

wisdom emerges that would have been impossible for wisdom emerges that would have been impossible for 

any of the participants to achieve on their own.”any of the participants to achieve on their own.”

(Brookfield and (Brookfield and PreskillPreskill, 1999, p. 4), 1999, p. 4)



“Socrates is a doer of evil, who corrupts the youth; 
and who does not believe in the gods of the state, 
but has other new divinities of his own.”

--Socrates, summarizing the main charges against him at his trial



How Do I Make Socratic Circles Work?

“Wisdom begins in wonder.”  --Socrates



Leading Socratic CirclesLeading Socratic Circles

Five Jobs of the Leader:Five Jobs of the Leader:

Preparing students for Preparing students for 
dialoguedialogue
Selecting the textSelecting the text
Guiding the inner circleGuiding the inner circle
Directing the outer circleDirecting the outer circle
Providing assessment Providing assessment 
and feedbackand feedback



Preparing Students for Preparing Students for 
DialogueDialogue



Dialogue versus DebateDialogue versus Debate

1.1. CollaborativeCollaborative
2.2. Listening to find Listening to find 

agreement and agreement and 
meaningmeaning

3.3. Enlarges and possibly Enlarges and possibly 
changes point of viewchanges point of view

4.4. Complicates positions Complicates positions 
and issuesand issues

1.1. OppositionalOppositional
2.2. Listening to find Listening to find 

flaws and flaws and 
weaknessesweaknesses

3.3. Affirms one’s own Affirms one’s own 
point of viewpoint of view

4.4. Simplifies positions Simplifies positions 
and issuesand issues

DialogueDialogue DebateDebate



Preparing Students for DialoguePreparing Students for Dialogue

Understanding the RoleUnderstanding the Role
of Questions:of Questions:

nn The foundation of The foundation of 
curiosity and learningcuriosity and learning

nn Discussion of the Discussion of the 
difference between opendifference between open--
ended and closedended and closed--ended ended 
questionsquestions

Modified KModified K--WW--L ActivityL Activity



Preparing Students for DialoguePreparing Students for Dialogue

Encouraging MultipleEncouraging Multiple
Perspectives andPerspectives and
Tolerating AmbiguityTolerating Ambiguity

nn Helps students to Helps students to 
suspend judgment and suspend judgment and 
explore ideas more fullyexplore ideas more fully

nn Generates multiple Generates multiple 
avenues of conversationavenues of conversation

Corners of the Room ActivityCorners of the Room Activity Continuum ActivityContinuum Activity



Preparing Students for DialoguePreparing Students for Dialogue

What’s the most controversial What’s the most controversial 
statement you’ve heard today?statement you’ve heard today?

What’s the most important point What’s the most important point 
of today’s material?of today’s material?

What’s the most unsupported What’s the most unsupported 
claim or idea you’ve heard?claim or idea you’ve heard?

Which idea seems the most Which idea seems the most 
obscure or ambiguous?obscure or ambiguous?

Buzz GroupsBuzz Groups

In groups of three or four, students In groups of three or four, students 
address and briefly discuss questions address and briefly discuss questions 
about the day’s material.about the day’s material.



Selecting Quality TextSelecting Quality Text



Selecting TextSelecting Text
Criteria:Criteria:

InsightfulInsightful
Thought provokingThought provoking
Allows multiple Allows multiple 
perspectives and a perspectives and a 
diversity of opiniondiversity of opinion
Generates questionsGenerates questions
Aligned with the Aligned with the 
curriculumcurriculum



Possible Text Forms and Genres:Possible Text Forms and Genres:

Traditional Sources:Traditional Sources:
LiteratureLiterature
HistoryHistory
ScienceScience
MathMath
PhilosophyPhilosophy
Current eventsCurrent events

NonNon--Traditional Sources:Traditional Sources:
Works of artWorks of art
Selections of musicSelections of music
Philosophical Philosophical 
questionsquestions
Student handbookStudent handbook
Policies and Policies and 
regulationsregulations

Generally, text two pages in length or less facilitates the best dialogue.



Questions to Consider when Questions to Consider when 
Selecting TextSelecting Text

Is the text’s length manageable or will it Is the text’s length manageable or will it 

overwhelm students?overwhelm students?

Will this text allow students to thoughtfully explore Will this text allow students to thoughtfully explore 

material in open dialogue and facilitate the sharing material in open dialogue and facilitate the sharing 

of opinions and perspectives?of opinions and perspectives?

Will the text help to produce conversation that is Will the text help to produce conversation that is 

relevant to students and to the material we are relevant to students and to the material we are 

studying?studying?



Guiding the Inner CircleGuiding the Inner Circle



Guiding the Inner CircleGuiding the Inner Circle

Strive to interrupt the Strive to interrupt the 
conversation as infrequently as conversation as infrequently as 
possiblepossible
An interruption is warranted An interruption is warranted 
only to clarify basic only to clarify basic 
information or refocus the information or refocus the 
discussiondiscussion
Practice the art of Socratic Practice the art of Socratic 
questioningquestioning
Guide with love, intellect, Guide with love, intellect, 
imagination, patience and imagination, patience and 
flexibilityflexibility



Dividing the Class into CirclesDividing the Class into Circles

RandomRandom

Unpredictable to Unpredictable to 
studentsstudents

Fairly equalFairly equal--sized sized 

(consider having (consider having 
students stand before students stand before 
moving into circles to moving into circles to 
gauge group size)gauge group size)

Student AttributesStudent Attributes
nn Males and FemalesMales and Females
nn Pants and ShortsPants and Shorts
nn Shoes and SandalsShoes and Sandals
nn Wearing a watch and no Wearing a watch and no 

watchwatch

Student PreferencesStudent Preferences
nn Beach vacation and Ski Beach vacation and Ski 

vacationvacation
nn Music and MoviesMusic and Movies
nn Toast and BagelsToast and Bagels



The Initiating QuestionThe Initiating Question

Based in opinionBased in opinion
Typically focus on the Typically focus on the 
central meaning of the central meaning of the 
text (although this may text (although this may 
not be apparent to not be apparent to 
students)students)
Most likely openMost likely open--
ended, unless trying to ended, unless trying to 
establish conflict establish conflict 
among participants among participants 
from the beginningfrom the beginning



Knowing What Questions to AskKnowing What Questions to Ask

Three Basic Types ofThree Basic Types of

Questions to AskQuestions to Ask::

FactualFactual

(what is said?)(what is said?)
InterpretiveInterpretive

(what is meant?)(what is meant?)

EvaluativeEvaluative

(why is it important?)(why is it important?)

Teacher PreparationTeacher Preparation
Generate a list of 15Generate a list of 15--20 20 
questionsquestions
Be sure to include a few Be sure to include a few 
questions of each typequestions of each type
List will not be exhaustiveList will not be exhaustive
Asterisk good initiating Asterisk good initiating 
questionsquestions
Understand not all Understand not all 
questions will be relevant questions will be relevant 
to each class’s to each class’s 
conversationconversation



Breaking the Habits Breaking the Habits 
of Traditional Discussionof Traditional Discussion

Teacher modeling of Teacher modeling of 
questioning and questioning and 
discussingdiscussing

Using outer circle Using outer circle 
discussion to coach discussion to coach 
inner circle dialogueinner circle dialogue
Simple silence Simple silence 
(for more experienced (for more experienced 
classes)classes)



Encouraging More Meaningful Encouraging More Meaningful 
Dialogue through Generalizing IdeasDialogue through Generalizing Ideas

Consider Similar SituationsConsider Similar Situations
Often done through visualizationOften done through visualization

(“Imagine a time when…”)(“Imagine a time when…”)

Relate situation back to the textRelate situation back to the text

(“How would this author react to this situation?”)(“How would this author react to this situation?”)

Recognize Similarities among InterpretationsRecognize Similarities among Interpretations
Ask students to quickly summarize interpretationsAsk students to quickly summarize interpretations

Step back and examine what those interpretations    Step back and examine what those interpretations    

have in commonhave in common



Managing the Dynamics Managing the Dynamics 
of the Inner Circleof the Inner Circle

What if students won’t talk?What if students won’t talk?

How do I handle the student who distracts the How do I handle the student who distracts the 

group?group?

How do I handle the student who tries to How do I handle the student who tries to 

monopolize the conversation?monopolize the conversation?

How do I manage conflict that arises between or How do I manage conflict that arises between or 

among students?among students?



Directing the Outer CircleDirecting the Outer Circle



Directing the Outer CircleDirecting the Outer Circle

The value of instantaneous The value of instantaneous 
feedbackfeedback
Following the cycle of Following the cycle of 
critical reflectioncritical reflection
Using the feedback form Using the feedback form 
(sparingly)(sparingly)
Rating the inner circle from Rating the inner circle from 
1 to 101 to 10
Establishing goals for Establishing goals for 
future discussionsfuture discussions



The Feedback FormThe Feedback Form

Identifies positive and negative characteristics of Identifies positive and negative characteristics of 
quality dialoguequality dialogue

Focuses outer circle attention on specific behaviors Focuses outer circle attention on specific behaviors 
of the inner circleof the inner circle

Typically only needed for the first two to three Typically only needed for the first two to three 
seminarsseminars

Eventually can limit the quality and nature of Eventually can limit the quality and nature of 
feedback providedfeedback provided



Cycle of Critical ReflectionCycle of Critical Reflection



Outer Circle DiscussionOuter Circle Discussion
Initial Observations and FeedbackInitial Observations and Feedback
ØØ Once around the circle to generate  Once around the circle to generate  

areas of discussionareas of discussion

ØØ FollowFollow--up questions to exploreup questions to explore

those areas more fullythose areas more fully

SelfSelf--AssessmentAssessment
ØØ Rating of the inner circle Rating of the inner circle 

from 1 to 10from 1 to 10

Goal SettingGoal Setting

ØØ Establish goals for next inner circleEstablish goals for next inner circle



Helpful Hints for More Helpful Hints for More 
Meaningful FeedbackMeaningful Feedback

Allow no broad generalities; only specific, detailed Allow no broad generalities; only specific, detailed 
feedbackfeedback

No repetition of commentsNo repetition of comments

Vary both where you begin the initial observations Vary both where you begin the initial observations 
within the outer circle and the direction you proceedwithin the outer circle and the direction you proceed

Relate behavior of current inner circle to prior inner Relate behavior of current inner circle to prior inner 
circlescircles

Ask for specific strategies to address identified Ask for specific strategies to address identified 
weaknessesweaknesses



Assessment, Feedback Assessment, Feedback 
and Followand Follow--Up ActivitiesUp Activities



Assessment and FeedbackAssessment and Feedback

ScorekeeperScorekeeper
MapmakerMapmaker
Feedback from outer Feedback from outer 
circlecircle

“Bad men live that they may eat and drink, whereas 
good men eat and drink that they may live.”   --Socrates

FormativeFormative

Formal rubric and Formal rubric and 
scorecardscorecard
Rating of inner circle Rating of inner circle 
from 1 to 10from 1 to 10

SummativeSummative



Socratic Circles and Socratic Circles and 
HighHigh--Stakes TestingStakes Testing

When asked how teachers can deal with the pressureWhen asked how teachers can deal with the pressure
of highof high--stakes testing, Heidi Hayes Jacobs, astakes testing, Heidi Hayes Jacobs, a
national curriculum mapping expert, responded:national curriculum mapping expert, responded:
“Schools can't lose when they help students become“Schools can't lose when they help students become
more discriminating and discerning readers; moremore discriminating and discerning readers; more
critical responders in their writing; and morecritical responders in their writing; and more
effective speakers, reflective listeners, and activeeffective speakers, reflective listeners, and active
notenote--takers.”takers.”

(Perkins(Perkins--Gough, 2003, p. 18)Gough, 2003, p. 18)



FollowFollow--Up ActivitiesUp Activities

Reflective Journaling (both on content and Reflective Journaling (both on content and 
performance)performance)

Creating thesis statements and/or outlining essaysCreating thesis statements and/or outlining essays

Logging new vocabulary words and their useLogging new vocabulary words and their use

Documenting strategies and techniques that Documenting strategies and techniques that 
helped to explore meaning (i.e. examining text helped to explore meaning (i.e. examining text 
structure, use of examples, use of punctuation, structure, use of examples, use of punctuation, 
symbolism, parallelism, etc.)symbolism, parallelism, etc.)



Teacher ReflectionTeacher Reflection

1.1. How could you adapt Socratic How could you adapt Socratic 
circles to fit your classroom?circles to fit your classroom?

2.2. What areas of your content What areas of your content 
would facilitate the use of would facilitate the use of 
Socratic circles?Socratic circles?

3.3. How might the use of this How might the use of this 
strategy help to synthesize your strategy help to synthesize your 
content and student learning?content and student learning?

4.4. What questions or issues does What questions or issues does 
the idea of this strategy raise in the idea of this strategy raise in 
your mind?your mind?



Stories from the Trenches

“Socrates was so orderly in his way of life that on 
several occasions when pestilence broke out in 
Athens he was the only man who escaped infection.”

--Diogenes Laertius
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